
Metabolite Translator: Prediction of drug metabolites using a 
Transformer model

A Transformer model for Neural Machine Translation is trained to translate molecules  into metabolites 
that can be formed in the human body. The molecules are represented as sequences using the 

SMILES notation.
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Metabolism of drugs 

Metabolic reactions in the human body can transform drugs 
into metabolites that can raise complications such as toxicity.

Tools for predicting drug metabolites

Existing approaches are rule-based.  They rely on a 
set of metabolic transformation rules that encode the 
action of enzymes.

The structure of possible metabolites is obtained by 
applying the transformations on the  drug structure. 

Computational tools have been developed for predicting 
possible drug metabolites in order to assist the 
resource-demanding experimental investigation in the drug 
development process.

❏ Extraction of transformation rules involves manual 
work from experts limiting scalability and 
restricting coverage to the major enzyme families.

❏ Rule-based methods lack generalisation as rules 
are applied only when the rule pattern matches 
exactly the structure of the substrate. 

This rule for example 
describes dealkylation 
reactions by CYP450 
enzymes.



Metabolite Translator: Methodology

❏ A Transformer model [2] is pre-trained on 
general chemical reactions [3] based on the 
specifications of Molecular Transformer [4].

❏ Metabolite Translator [1] is obtained through 
fine-tuning the pretrained model on a set of 
human metabolic transformations we 
constructed collecting data from online 
databases.

❏ An ensemble model is created in order to account 
for multiple and diverse metabolites.

❏ The ensemble consists of multiple Transformer 
models trained using different hyper-parameters.
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Training through Transfer Learning: Prediction through an ensemble model:



Evaluation & Results

We compared Metabolite Translator (MetaTrans) 
against 3 rule-based drug metabolite prediction 
tools (GLORYx, SyGMa, BioTransformer) on a set 
of 65 drugs with a total of 179 metabolites.
We compared the overall performance as well as 
the performance of the tools per enzyme family.

❖ Metabolite Translator provides a more scalable approach which can leverage larger datasets of chemical reactions as it 
bypasses the need for rule extraction.

❖ This can result in a more comprehensive study of metabolism that does not restrict on specific enzyme families.
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❏ Metabolite Translator had better ranking performance.
❏ It had comparable performance, on the major enzyme 

families, with tools that are optimised for these enzymes, 
although it had been trained on general human metabolic 
reactions - not specific to drugs.

❏ It predicted metabolites through uncommon enzymes 
which were missed by other tools.

Table 2: Number of correct metabolites per enzyme family

Table 1: Overall performance for top-5 and top-13 predictions


